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characterizations of novel
dicyanamide-based ionic liquids applied as
electrolytes for supercapacitors†

Ramzi Zarrougui, *a Rahma Hachicha,abc Refka Rjab,ab Sabri Messaoudid

and Ouassim Ghodbanea

Novel ionic liquids (ILs), containing a dicyanamide anion (DCA�), are synthesized and applied as suitable

electrolytes for electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLCs). The prepared ILs are either composed

of triethyl-propargylammonium (N222pr
+) or triethyl-butylammonium (N2224

+) cations paired with the

DCA� anion. The structure of the cation influences its electrostatic interaction with the DCA� anion and

highly impacts the physical and electrochemical properties of the as-prepared ILs. The geometry and the

length of the alkyl chain of the propargyl group in N222pr
+ enhance the ionic conductivity of N222pr–DCA

(11.68 mS cm�1) when compared to N2224–DCA (5.26 mS cm�1) at 298 K. It is demonstrated that the

Vogel–Tammann–Fulcher model governs the variations of the transport properties investigated over the

temperature range of 298–353 K. A maximum potential window of 3.29 V is obtained when N222pr–DCA

is used as electrolyte in a graphene based symmetric EDLC system. Cyclic voltammetry and galvanostatic

measurements confirm that both electrolytes exhibit an ideal capacitive behavior. The highest specific

energy of 55 W h kg�1 is exhibited in the presence of N2224–DCA at a current density of 2.5 A g�1.
1. Introduction

Electrochemical capacitors are energy-storage devices charac-
terized by their high-power densities, rapid charge and
discharge rates, high specic capacitances and long cycle-lives.
Their main applications include portable electronics, hybrid
electric vehicles and memory backup systems.1,2 More speci-
cally, electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLCs) represent
actually more than 80% of commercial supercapacitors.3 The
charge storage mechanism in EDLCs relies on the reversible
electrostatic adsorption of electrolyte ions at the electrode/
electrolyte interface.4 Among the components of an EDLC
device,5 the electrolyte plays a determinant role for the
improvement of the delivered capacitance and overall charge
storage properties. Typically, organic solutions are used as
electrolytes in EDLC devices. They are mostly composed by
tetraethylammonium tetrauoroborate in acetonitrile or
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propylene carbonate.6 However, a signicant interest is recently
devoted to ionic liquids (ILs) as alternative candidates to
organic electrolytes for EDLCs. ILs are solvent-free electrolytes
with unique properties such as a high chemical stability,
nonammable nature, negligible vapor pressures and large
operating potential windows.7 Comparatively to organic elec-
trolytes, ILs present a better safety in EDLC devices and operate
over a larger range of temperature (�50 to 90 �C).8 In the last
decade, extensive efforts have been devoted to the synthesis of
novel ILs as supporting electrolytes to enhance the electro-
chemical performance of EDLCs.4,9 The most employed ILs are
composed by pyrrolidinium or imidazolium cations paired with
uorinated anions such as bis(triuoromethane)sulfonimide
(TFSI�) and tetrauoroborate (BF4

�). For example, in the pres-
ence of 1-methyl-3-ethylimidazolium tetrauoroborate (EMIM-
BF4) electrolyte, suitable performances were exhibited in terms
of specic capacitance (94–230 F g�1), energy density
(86 W h kg�1) and operating potential window (3.5–4 V).10,11

However, the application of aprotic tetralkylammonium based
ILs in energy-storage devices is mostly limited by their high
viscosities.6,7,12 Regarding the frequently used aprotic tetralky-
lammonium, the viscosity values are about 144.8 mPa s for
trietlyl-butylammonium bis(triuoromethane)sulfonimide
(N2224–TFSI), 167 mPa s for trietlyl-hexylammonium bis(tri-
uoromethane)sulfonimide (N2226–TFSI), 202 mPa s for trietlyl-
octyllammonium bis(triuoromethane)sulfonimide (N2228–

TFSI), 273 mPa s for trietlyl-butylammonium dimaleate (N2224–

Dimaleate) and 439 mPa s for trietlyl-butylammonium acetate
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223 | 31213
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(N2224–CH3COO).13–15 Therefore, it is important to synthesis new
aprotic ILs with lower viscosities while maintaining a good
electrochemical performance of the EDLC device. Previous
studies demonstrated that DCA-based ILs are suitable electro-
lytes for electrochemical applications owing to their low
viscosities that range from 20 to 80 mPa s.7,16,17 In addition, the
weak ionic interaction between DCA� anion and the cation
strongly affects their transport properties and electrochemical
window. In this context, the present work investigates the
preparation of two novel acyclic ammonium ILs containing the
same DCA anion paired with various cations: triethyl-
propargylammonium (N222pr

+) and triethyl-butylammonium
(N2224

+). The as-prepared ILs are tested as free-solvent electro-
lytes for EDLCs. The electrochemical performance is investi-
gated towards the cation structure and the physico-chemical
properties of N222pr–DCA and N2224–DCA ILs including their
density, transport property, ionicity and potential window. On
the other hand, carboneous substrates are usually employed as
electrode materials in EDLC devices. Activated carbon (AC),
carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene nanosheet (GNS) are
widely used in the presence of ILs electrolytes owing to their
excellent physico-chemical properties.18–20 Even though AC is
commercially the most employed electrode active mate-
rial,18,21,22 numerous works reported that a large part of the AC
active sites are hardly accessible by the large ions constituting
the IL electrolyte.18,20,22,23 Accordingly, many studies were
oriented to GNS as electrode materials for EDLCs due to their
peculiar characteristics in terms of high electrical conductivity,
excellent mechanical strength and good electrochemical prop-
erties.20,24 The two-dimensional architecture of GNS materials
also provide a larger accessible surface area than CNTs.25
2. Experimental

All chemical reagents were analytical grade and were used as
purchased. The preparation methods employed for the
syntheses of both ILs are described below. All aqueous solutions
were prepared using ultrapure water (18.2 MU cm) using Milli-Q
Advantage A10 water purication system.
2.1 Synthesis procedures of the ILs

Synthesis of (N222pr–Br) and (N2224–Br) precursors. 0.22 mol
of alkyl bromide (97–99%, Sigma-Aldrich) was added dropwise
to a solution of triethylamine (99%, Sigma-Aldrich) (0.20 mol) in
100 mL of acetonitrile under continuous stirring at a tempera-
ture of 278 K. Then, the resulting mixture was stirred for 24 h at
55 �C under an argon. Aer cooling, the heterogeneous mixture
was separated and the residual solvent was removed under
reduced pressure to form white solids corresponding to (N222pr–

Br) and (N2224–Br).
Synthesis of (N222pr–DCA) and (N2224–DCA) ILs. 0.10 mol of

the corresponding precursor was dissolved in 100 mL of an
aqueous solution andmixed with silver dicyanamide (0.11 mol).
The mixture was magnetically stirred and heated under reux
for 5 h. The resulting yellow slurry was ltered and the liquid
phase was collected and evaporated under vacuum to obtain
31214 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223
a slight yellowish liquid. All obtained ILs were kept in glass
bottles and dried at 353 K under reduced pressure (<2 mmHg)
for three days. The water contents in each IL were evaluated by
a Karl–Fischer moisture titrator (Metrohm 73 KF coulometer)
and all values were less than 0.015 wt%. The purity of ILs was
conrmed by a 500 MHz proton NMR spectroscope using tet-
ramethylsilane as an internal reference. Corresponding 1H-
NMR spectral data are presented in the supplementary le
informations.

2.2 Preparation of the active material and assembling of the
EDLC device

Graphene nanosheets (GNS) were prepared from a graphite
powder (99.998%, Sigma-Aldrich) following the modied
Hummers method.26 The physico-chemical characterization of
GNS is described in our previous paper.27 The preparation of the
electrode was made by mixing 75 wt% of graphene, 15 wt% of
carbon black (XC72), 5 wt% of sodium carboxymethylcellulose
(CMC: 2 wt% in water) and 5 wt% of polytetrauoroethylene
(PTFE 60 wt% in water). The resulting slurry was pasted onto an
aluminium disc and dried under vacuum at 353 K for 12 h. In
a second step, the active material was moistened several times
in anhydrous acetonitrile for at least 6 h, to totally replace the
structural water by acetonitrile, and dried at 373 K for 12 h
under vacuum. Finally, the electrode material was impregnated
by 50 mL of ILs under vacuum at 343 K for 24 h. The cells were
assembled into symmetric Swagelock-type holders. The elec-
trodes were separated by a glass microber lter (Whatman 934-
AH) disc (diameters of 125 mm), which was drenched with 100
mL of ILs.

2.3 Physical and electrochemical characterization of ILs

Molecular modeling of ILs structures. Gaussian 09 (ref. 28)
program was used for the density functional computations. We
have optimized the geometry of the different molecules by the
B3LYP29,30 method in combination with the 6-31+G(d) basis set.
We have performed vibrational analysis to verify there are no
imaginary frequencies and that the structures are at minimal
energy. The energies, the electrostatic potential and the volume
were calculated at the B3LYP/6–311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d)
level.

Viscosity and density measurements. The viscosities and
densities of as-prepared ILs were determined by the Anton-Paar
SVM (3001) viscometer. The cells temperature was regulated
within � 0.01 K. The repeatability of the viscosity cell equals
0.1% and the reproducibility is about 0.35%. The viscosity was
calculated for temperatures ranging from 298 to 353 K at
ambient pressure. The uncertainty of measurements is less
than � 1%. The density cell was calibrated for the same
temperature range at ambient pressure. Each density was
measured three times and an average value was calculated. The
estimated uncertainty of the density value is less than 5 �
10�5 g cm�3.

Ionic conductivity measurements. The ionic conductivities
of the selected ILs were measured in a conductivity cell with
epoxy graphite electrode (S230-seven compact conductivity-
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 1 (a) Schematic representation of selected ILs. (b) The optimi-
zation structures of ILs with the electrostatic potential map (isovalue
0.0004, scale �0.0722; +0.0722).
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Mettler Toledo). The area of each electrode is about 0.25 cm2

and the distance between the electrodes is equal to 0.5 cm. A
cell constant (k) of 0.57 cm�1 was measured by a KCl standard
solution. The temperature in the cell was regulated within �
0.01 K in a thermostatic bath. The conductivities values were
rstly determined as a function of the temperature during the
heating cycle from 298 to 353 K. Then, the cell was cooled to 288
K and the measurements were performed until reaching
a stabilized temperature. The uncertainty of these measure-
ments is less than � 0.5%.

Electrochemical potential windows measurements. The
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was used to determine the
potential window (PW) of each IL at a scan rate of 10 mV s�1.
The measurements were performed in a conventional three-
electrode cell with a multichannel potentiostat (VMP, Perkin
Elmer). A glassy carbon disk (1.6 mm in diameter) was used as
a working electrode, a Pt disk electrode (2.0 mm in diameter)
was used as a counter electrode and Ag/AgCl, KClsat(IL) was used
as a reference electrode. KClsat(IL) is a saturated KCl solution
containing 1-butyl-1-methylpyrrolidinium bis(tri-
uoromethanesulfonyl)imide (BMPYR-TFSI).31 The Ag/AgCl,
KClsat(IL) reference electrode was calibrated by using the
ferrocenium/ferrocene couple (Eref ¼ +317 mV vs. SHE). Prior to
each measurement, the working electrode was immersed in
1 : 1 nitric acid solution and handled in ultrasound bath for few
minutes, and then washed with distilled water and acetone. All
electrochemical characterizations of EDLC devices were per-
formed with GNS electrodes under a dry argon gas. The values
of the specic capacitance (Cs), energy density (E) and power
density (P) were calculated from the following equations.32,33

Cs ¼ 4I � Dt

m� DV
(1)

E ¼ Cs � DV 2

2� 3:6
(2)

P ¼ E

Dt
� 3600 (3)

where I is the discharge current (A), Dt is the discharge time (s),
DV is the potential window during the discharge process aer IR
drop (V) and m is the total mass of the active material (g).
Fig. 2 Variations of the density of selected ILs with the temperature.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Molecular modelling of ILs structures

The optimized geometries of N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA are
shown in Fig. 1-a. The distance between the nitrogen of the
anion and the nitrogen of the cation is r� ¼ 2.26 Å for N2224–

DCA and r� ¼ 2.41 Å for N222pr–DCA. In order to study the
interaction structures for ILs, the electrostatic potential was
analysed for ILs (Fig. 1-b). The negatively charged regions are
observed on the nitrogen atoms of DCA and the positively
charged regions are observed on the three carbons of the cation
which are close to the anion. For the N222pr a positive region is
also observed on the hydrogen attached to C^C group.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
3.2 Thermal expansion properties of ILs

The densities r of as-prepared ILs were measured at ambient
pressure over the temperature range of 298–353 K to determine
their thermal expansion properties (Fig. 2). Table 1 indicates
that densities of N222pr–DCA and N2224–DCA calculated at 298 K
are quite similar and equal to 1.0226 and 0.9998 g cm�3,
respectively. Such a similarity is due to their comparable
molecular weights (Fig. 1a). These density values are in the
same order of magnitude than common tetraalkylammonium
–based ILs.13–15 Fig. 2 conrms that all densities vary linearly
with the temperature, in a good agreement with previously
investigated ILs uids.34–36 When the temperature increases
from 298 to 353 K, small density variations are observed and
estimated at 3.48% for N222pr–DCA and 3.58% for N2224–DCA
(Fig. 2), suggesting weak expansion abilities for both ILs uids
during the heating process.

The study of the temperature effect on the volume expansion
was performed by measuring the isobaric thermal expansion
coefficient (ap) for each IL with the following equation.

ap ¼ �
�
v ln r

vT

�
p

(4)
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223 | 31215



Table 1 Physical properties of ILs measured at 298 K

IL Vm/cm
3mol�1 r/g cm�3 ap 104/K�1 h/mPa s k/mS cm�1

N2224–DCA 224.39 0.9998 6.01 56.91 5.26
N222pr–DCA 201.73 1.0226 5.90 37.51 11.68

IL
L/S
cm2 mol�1 Ec/V Ea/V PW/V (H2O)/ppm

N2224–DCA 1.18 �1.70 1.40 3.10 110
N222pr–DCA 2.40 �1.28 1.93 3.21 122
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where, r is the density in g cm�3, T is the temperature in K and P
is a xed pressure. The variation of ln r with the temperature
was plotted for the calculation of ap coefficients (Fig. S1†). Table
1 indicates that ap coefficients of N222pr–DCA and N2224–DCA
are quite similar. They are found to be in the same order of
magnitude than common aprotic ammonium-based ILs,7 but
nearly the half of ap values reported for common organic
solvents used in commercial supercapacitors, including g-
butyrolactone (11.5 10�4 K�1) and acetonitrile (14.97 10�4

K�1).37 Thus, as-prepared ILs exhibits small isobaric thermal
expansions and a promising thermal behaviour for practical
applications.

Recently, several authors applied the empirical model of
lattice energy (UPOT) of ionic solids for ILs electrolytes.38–40 In
this case, the coulombic interaction between ions may be
deduced from the empirical equation given in eqn (5).39,41,42 For
this model, the calculation of UPOT only relies on the chemical
formula, the ionic charges and the molecular volume (or
density).43

UPOT ¼ 2I �
 

a

Vm
1=3

þ b

!
(5)

where I, a and b are chosen according to the stoichiometry of
the salt. For as-studied ILs with formula (M+–A�), the charge
ratio is 1 : 1, I is equal to 1, a is equal to 117.3 kJ mol�1 nm, b is
equal to 51.9 kJ mol�1 and Vm is expressed in nm.3 This model is
applied in the present work to (i) estimate the lattice potential
energies of selected ILs and their relative stabilities, (ii) provide
the relative coulombic interactions between cations and anions,
(iii) characterize their ionic mobility and (iv) compare the UPOT
Table 2 Parameters calculated from eqn (5) and predicted by Gaussian 0
6–31+ (d, p) level of theory for all investigated ILs

IL
Charge on (N)
in the cation

Charge on (N)
in the anion

N222pr–DCA +0.064 (N) �0.41
N2224–DCA +0.067 (N) �0.40

IL Vm/nm
3 (predict) Vm/nm

3 (cal.)

N222pr–DCA 0.332 0.334
N2224–DCA 0.361 0.372

31216 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223
values deduced from eqn (5) to those presented in Table 2.
Using the molar volume calculated from Table 1 ((Vm/nm

3) ¼
1.66 � 10�3 � Vm/cm

3 mol�1),39 the lattice potential energies
(UPOT) of all ILs were readily determined using eqn (5). The
dipoles, the partial charges, the cation volume (Vcation) and the
anion volume (Vanion) of each IL were computed by the B3LYP/6–
311++G(d,p)//B3LYP/6-31+G(d) level of theory. The calculated
and predicted results are summarized in Table 2.

The computed molar volume of IL is the sum of Vcation and
Vanion. Both values of UPOT are very close and indicate compa-
rable relative stabilities for the selected ILs. On the other hand,
calculated UPOT values of our DCA based ILs are lower than
values of their corresponding pyrrolidinium, morpholinium
and piperidinium analogues.29,44,45 Such a result suggests
a weaker coulombic interactions inside the structure. As the
coulombic interactions between the cation and the anion tend
to decrease the mobility of the IL, the ionic conductivities of the
selected DCA based ILs are expected to be higher than their
pyrrolidinium, morpholinium and piperidinium counterparts.

3.3 Transport properties and ionicities of ILs

Table 1 indicates that viscosities of N222pr–DCA (37.51 mPa s)
and N2224–DCA (56.91 mPa s) at 298 K are much lower than
values reported for most employed ILs in electrochemical
applications and based on trietlyl-alkylammoniumn, e.g. N2224–

TFSI (144.8 mPa s), N2226–TFSI (220 mPa s) and N2224–CH3COO
(439 mPa s).13–15 However, the ionic conductivity of 5.26
mS cm�1 obtained for N2224–DCA (Table 1) is close to values of
analogous electrolytes, i.e. alkylimidazolium, pyrrolidinium,
morpholinium and piperidinium ILs, that range between 1 and
9 Package within Gauss-View 5.0 using the DFT/B3LYP/6–311++G and

Vanion/nm
3 (predict) Vcation/nm

3 (predict)

0.089 0.243
0.089 0.272

UPOT/kJ mol�1 (predict) UPOT/kJ mol�1 (cal.)

339 338
320 314

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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7 mS cm�1 at 298 K.7 Nevertheless, a much higher ionic
conductivity is obtained for N222pr–DCA (11.68 mS cm�1),
demonstrating a substantial effect the cation structure (N222pr

+

vs. N2224
+) on the transport properties of both electrolytes. This

difference is mainly attributed to (i) the degree of dissymmetry
of the charges distribution, (ii) the cation–anion distance and
(iii) the geometry nature of the cation.6,46,47 For both ILs, N2224

+

and N222pr
+ cations are dissymmetric species, but the linear

alkyl chain structure of N222pr
+ imposes a more pronounced

dissymmetry. As a result, the intramolecular interactions
existing between N222pr

+ and DCA� and governed by the
attractive Colombian forces (inversely proportional to (r�)2) are
weaker than those existing between N2224

+ and DCA�. This is
also supported by the longest cation–anion distance of 2.41 Å
for N2224–DCA (vs. 2.26 Å for N222pr–DCA). Accordingly, the ionic
mobility and the number of charge carriers, responsible of the
ionic conductivity, are more important for N222pr–DCA IL, while
the number of ion-pairs is higher for N2224–DCA IL (eqn (6) and
(7)).

Nþ
2224�DCA%

�
Nþ

2224.DCA
�
%
�
Nþ

2224

�þ ðDCA�Þ (6)

Nþ
222pr�DCA%

�
Nþ

222pr.DCA
�
%
�
Nþ

222pr

�
þ ðDCA�Þ (7)

The viscosities and conductivities were measured for
temperatures varying from 298 to 353 K and plotted in Fig. 3.
Increasing the temperature by only 45 K caused a drastic rise in
ionic conductivity by +400% and +500% for N2224–DCA and
N222pr–DCA, respectively. Hence, the kinetic energy highly
enhances the ionic mobility of both ILs. The rise of temperature
highly decreases the ionic intermolecular interaction between
ILs molecules, which explains the obvious enhancement of the
ionic conductivity.

Despite the fact that the conductivity value of N222pr–DCA is
nearly twice that of N2224–DCA, the rise of temperature by 45 K
leads to a comparable increase in both ionic conductivities
(+400% and +500%). This could be explained by their same
Fig. 3 Variations of the ionic conductivity (red curves) and the
dynamic viscosity (green curves) of N2224–DCA (full squares) and
N222pr–DCA (open squares) as a function of the temperature.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
DCA� constituting anions even though their cations structures
are different. Consequently, the temperature-conductivity vari-
ations are probably more dependent on intermolecular inter-
actions than intramolecular ones. The absence of a linear
relationship between the ionic conductivity, as well as the
dynamic viscosity, with T �1 indicates that transport properties
are not governed by the Arrhenius model (Fig. S2 and S3†).34

However, the Vogel-Tammann-Fulcher (VTF) (eqn (8)) is the
suitable model to describe the temperature dependence on
transport properties of the selected dicyanamide-based ILs, as
proved in Fig. 4a and b.48

B ¼ B0;iexp

� �Bi

T � T0;i

	
(8)

where, the pre-exponential term B0,i corresponds to the ionic
conductivity k0, or the dynamic viscosity h0, at innite temper-
ature. The parameter Bi is usually considered as a pseudo-
activation energy for the ionic conductivity, or the dynamic
viscosity, and corresponds to the slope of the VTF plots. The
parameter T0,i is dened as the ideal glass transition
Fig. 4 (a) Variation of ln k vs. 1000/(T� T0,k) and (b) variation of ln h vs.
1000/(T � T0,h) for studied ILs when the temperature ranges from 298
to 353 K.

RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223 | 31217



Fig. 5 Walden plots for dicyanamide-based ILs in the temperature
range of 298–353 K. (L) is the equivalent molar conductivity and (h�1)
is the fluidity. The ideal line (solid line) is generated from data obtained
in aqueous 0.01 M KCl solution.

Table 3 Fitting parameters for VTF and Walden rule equations that
describe the experimental viscosity and ionic conductivity of selected
ILs

IL h0/mPa s B0,h/K T0,h/K

N2224–DCA 689 22.01 181
N222pr–DCA 718 15.05 171

IL k0/S cm�1 B0,k/K T0,k/K

N2224–DCA 988 8.22 144
N222pr–DCA 1607 12.74 78

RSC Advances Paper
temperature where the ion mobility tends to zero.48 The tting
parameters (Table 3) deduced from the VTF model of selected
dicyanamide-based ILs are in the same order than common
ILs.7,34,35,49 Further investigations are in progress to characterize
the thermal properties of N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA electro-
lytes as the decomposition temperatures, phase transitions, and
glass transition temperature.

Typically, only a fraction of ions (C+ and A�) constituting
the IL (C–A) is available to participate in the conduction
mechanism. However, in some cases apart from the free ions,
triple ions C2A

+ and CA2
� may be formed and contribute to the

conduction mechanism of the IL.44 Indeed, if the dielectric
constant value is lower than 10, the electrostatic ionic inter-
actions are very strong.50 Therefore, the ion-pairs attract the
free ions present in the solution and results in the formation
of symmetrical triple-ions (eqn (9) and (10)).44,51 Taking into
account the partial formation of ions-pairs, we can consider as
a rst approximation that the solution is composed by (i)
completely dissociated C+ and A� single ions, (ii) completely
dissociated C2A

+ and CA2
� triple ions and (iii) an undissoci-

ated part, i.e. the CA ion pairs.

ðCþ.A�Þ þ Cþ%ðCþ.A�.CþÞ (9)

ðCþ.A�Þ þA�%ðAþ.Cþ.A�Þ (10)

Based on the IL structure, the anion–cation interaction is the
most important parameter to determine the degree of ions
available for the conduction mechanism. To this end, the
“Walden graph” is an effective way to evaluate the degree of IL
ionicity as it represents the relationship between molar
conductivity and uidity (eqn (11))52,53.

Lha ¼ C (11)

where C is a constant, h is the viscosity of IL (poise), L is the
molar conductivity (L ¼ k � M/r) (S cm2 mol�1, M is the
molecular weight) and a is a coefficient (0< a # 1). The exper-
imental a values were obtained from the plot of ln(L) vs. ln(h).
The Walden graph is plotted in Fig. 5 for temperatures ranging
between 298 and 353 K. The effect of the molar conductivity L
on the uidity h�1 is investigated to compare the ionicities of
31218 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223
both ILs. Fig. 5 and Table 1 indicate that N222pr–DCA and
N222pr–DCA perfectly follow the Walden rule and their a values
are very close to the unity. Therefore, the conductivities of as-
synthesized ILs are strictly controlled by the viscosity varia-
tions. Fig. 5 also represents the ideal line drawn for KCl aqueous
solution (0.01 M), which is considered as a reference and
represents the total ionic dissociation of 100%. It should be
noticed that N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA are located below the
“ideal KCl line” and displays a typical behaviour of “true ILs”
(Fig. 5), suggesting the formation of small fractions of ionic
association for both ILs. In the same way, such behaviour
explains the high ionic conductivities and the low viscosities
values of N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA when compared to
common aprotic ammonium ILs.46,47,52
3.4 Electrochemical stability of ILs

The potential window (PW) is a determinant parameter for the
electrochemical applications of ILs as supporting electrolytes
for EDLCs.54 The cathodic (Ec) and anodic (Ea) potential limits,
and the overall electrochemical windows (PW ¼ Ea � Ec) were
determined by linear sweep voltammetry for the studied ILs.
The potential windows of N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA are 3.10
and 3.21 V, respectively (Table 1). When compared to the liter-
ature data, these PW values are slightly higher than those of
trialkylammonium based protic ILs,7,55 but 1 V lower than
several windows of aprotic ILs (e.g. ammonium or pyrrolidi-
nium -based ILs with uorinated anions: TFSI�, BF4

� and PF6
�

(ref. 7)). In our case, the reduction process is expected to involve
the positively charged nitrogen of tetraalkylammonium. As
shown in Table 1 and Fig. 6, the cathodic limit is more impor-
tant when N2224

+ (�1.7 V) is the cation constituent. This
suggests that increasing the length of the alkyl chain or
changing its geometry, by substituting (–C^CH) unit by (–CH2–

CH2–CH3) group, is favourable for the cathodic stability of the
IL electrolyte. On the other hand, the anodic decomposition of
both ILs occurs at +1.40 V for N2224–DCA and +1.93 V for N222pr–
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 6 Linear sweep voltammetry of selected ILs recorded on
a vitreous carbon electrode vs. Ag/AgCl(IL) at a scan rate of 10 mV s�1.
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DCA. For the same DCA� constituting anion, the various anodic
limits can be due to the variable strengths of physical interac-
tions existing between DCA� and N2224 or N222pr cation.56,57
Fig. 7 Comparison of CV curves recorded with symmetrical cells in
the presence of (a) N2224–DCA and (b) N222pr–DCA electrolytes in
various potential windows. Scan rate ¼ 20 mV s�1.
3.5 Electrochemical performances of the EDLC devices

Fig. 7 shows the CV curves of GNS-based electrodes in the
presence of N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA for increased anodic
potential limits. The operating cell voltages are 0–3 V and 0–
2.5 V for N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA, respectively. The
maximum operating voltage was determinate by cyclic voltam-
metry (Fig. S4-a and b†) recorded for single electrodes in three-
electrodes cells using a Ag/AgCl, KClsat (BMPYR14-TFSI) refer-
ence electrode. The positive and negative maximum operative
voltages were deduced by monitoring the coulombic efficiency
(ratio of discharge and charge areas). The limits were set by
using a coulombic efficiency of 98.5% as a “cut-off’’ limit. In
both operating windows, the CV curves exhibit rectangular
shapes, typical of an ideal capacitive behavior. The CV curves of
GNS electrodes are presented in Fig. 8 for both ILs at various
scan rates. The shapes of CV curves are nearly rectangular at all
scan rates and typical of an electrical double layer behavior. At
the highest scan rate of 100 mV s�1, the CV curves are less steep
at the potential switching limits, indicating a resistive behavior
due to the large polarization resistance at fast scan rates.

In this case, the electrode/electrolyte interface should be less
resistive and exhibits faster kinetic because the ionic conduc-
tivity of N222pr–DCA (11.68 mS cm�1) is much higher than the
one of N2224–DCA (5.26 mS cm�1). The specic capacitances,
estimated from CV curves, are plotted as a function of the scan
rate in Fig. 8c. Better capacitances are displayed in the presence
of N222pr–DCA electrolyte thanks to its higher ionic conductivity
and lower viscosity. In addition, the smaller cation size of
N222pr

+, when compared to N2224
+, may facilitates their revers-

ible adsorption on the graphene nanosheets. For N2224–DCA ILs
electrolytes, 70% of the maximum capacitance is retained when
the sweep rate is increased by 20 times, while the capacitance
retention equals 60% in the presence of N222pr–DCA. This
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
difference highlights the promoted rate capability of the cell
using N2224–DCA electrolyte at high potential sweep rates.

The electrochemical stability was performed by galvanostatic
cycling at 1.5 A g�1. The operating potential window was
choiced according to the nature of IL electrolyte (Fig. 7). All
EDLCs display a very good stability over cycling (Fig. 9). Indeed,
they all maintain their initial capacitance aer 25.000 cycles.

Accordingly, the proposed GNS/N2224–DCA and GNS/N222pr–

DCA cells have a great potential for application in super-
capacitors with a stable performance. Galvanostatic charge/
discharge curves were performed to further compare the elec-
trochemical performances of GNS-based electrodes in the
presence of N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA electrolytes. According
to the voltage window dened in Fig. 6, symmetric super-
capacitor coin cells GNS/N2224–DCA/GNS and GNS/N222pr–DCA/
GNS were assembled and tested. Fig. 10 shows the chro-
nopotentiograms recorded at increased current densities of 2.5,
3.75 and 5 A g�1. For both voltage windows, the charge and
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223 | 31219



Fig. 10 Charge/discharge galvanostatic curves of (a) GNS/N2224–
DCA/GNS and (b) GNS/N222pr–DCA/GNS symmetrical cells for various
current densities.

Fig. 9 Evolution of the capacitance obtained by galvanostatic cycling
(1.5 A g�1) for symmetrical cells employing N2224–DCA and N222pr–
DCA as electrolyte.

Fig. 8 CV curves of symmetrical cells recorded at various scan rates in
the presence of (a) N2224–DCA and (b) N222pr–DCA electrolytes and (c)
variation of the specific capacitances with the scan rate.
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discharge branches of all cells are almost linear and symmetric,
indicating high capacitive behaviours in a good agreement with
the cyclic voltammetry data. The specic discharge capacitance
(Cs), the energy density and the power density are calculated
from the galvanostatic data and listed in Table 4 as a function of
31220 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223 This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Table 5 Energy performances of as-prepared GNS/DCA–based IL
EDLC cells compared to that of GNS/IL and activated carbon/IL EDLC
cells reported in the literature

Carbon-based EDLCs Electrolyte EDmax/W h kg�1 Ref.

Activated carbon
(AC) electrodes

PYR14–DCA 7.2 35
PYR13–DCA 7.7
PYR12O1–DCA 9.2

Graphene nanosheets
(GNS) electrodes

EMIM–DCA 21 10
EMIM–DCA 48 22
BMIM–DCA 88
N2224–DCA 55 This work
N222pr–DCA 49

Fig. 11 Ragone-like plot for symmetrical EDLCs cells employing
N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA ILs electrolytes. Values are derived from
galvanostatic charge–discharge experiments at different current
densities. For comparison data of a Pyr14TFSI (data taken from ref. 60),
aqueous and organic electrolytes (data taken from ref. 61) based
EDLCs are displayed in addition.

Table 4 Specific capacitance, energy density and power density of
GNS/N2224–DCA/GNS and GNS/N222pr–DCA/GNS symmetrical
supercapacitors

I (A g�1) N2224–DCA N222pr–DCA

Specic capacitance (F g�1)
2.50 42 55
3.75 38 42
5.00 33 36

Energy density (W h kg�1)
2.50 55 49
3.75 47 36
5.00 40 30

Power density (kW kg�1)
2.50 11.1 9.1
3.75 16.5 13.5
5.00 22.2 18.0
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the applied current density. The discharge capacitance is
progressively decreased when the applied current density
increases, as expected.58,59 The capacitance retentions
Cs at 5 A g�1

Cs at 2:5 A g�1
� 100 are equal to 78% and 65% for GNS/N2224–

DCA/GNS and GNS/N222pr–DCA/GNS cells, respectively. The as-
prepared supercapacitors exhibit high specic capacitance
even at a high current density. Independently on the current
value, the specic capacitances of the GNS/N222pr–DCA/GNS cell
are more elevated than those of GNS/N2224–DCA/GNS, in
accordance with the cyclic voltammetry data (Fig. 8c). Again, the
higher ionic conductivity of N222pr–DCA electrolyte is respon-
sible of the better capacitance of GNS/N222pr–DCA/GNS device.
However, the slightly higher energy and power densities of GNS/
N2224–DCA/GNS device (Table 4) are explained by the larger
voltage window exhibited in the presence of N2224–DCA elec-
trolyte (Fig. 7).

Fig. 11 reports the Ragone-like plot where the average energy
and power densities are displayed for GNS/N2224–DCA/GNS and
GNS/N222pr–DCA/GNS EDLCs. The energy and power charac-
teristics of EDLCs were derived from galvanostatic charge–
discharge curves taking into account the ohmic drops obtained
at different current densities.36,60 The operating voltage of the
cells using N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA are 3.0 and 2.5 V,
respectively. The highest specic energy of 55 W h kg�1 is
exhibited at a current density of 2.5 A g�1 in the presence of
N2224–DCA, which is due to its larger operating voltage. When
the applied current density was increased up to 5 A g�1, the
power densities exhibited in N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA are 20
and 18 kW kg�1, while the energy densities are 40 and
30 W h kg�1, respectively. Fig. 11 shows that the power and
energy densities of EDLCs employing N2224–DCA and N222pr–

DCA ILs as electrolytes are better than those reported for
common organic and aqueous electrolytes used for EDLCs
devices at room temperature.1,2,5,61 For comparison, also energy
and power densities delivered by EDLC devices containing one
commonly employed Pyr14–TFSI electrolyte are included.60 It is
observed that N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA ILs can perform
better as EDLC electrolytes than Pyr14–TFSI at room
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
temperature. The limited performance delivered by Pyr14–TFSI
EDLCs is mainly attributed to the much higher viscosity and
lower ionic conductivity of such electrolyte. On the other hand,
comparatively to the literature data dealing with DCA-based
electrolytes for EDLCs (Table 5), the competitive energy
density (EDmax) values reached in the presence of as-
investigated N2224–DCA and N222pr–DCA ILs are mainly due to
their relatively higher ionic conductivities and capacitance.
Furthermore, the highest EDmax value exhibited by BMIM–DCA
EDLCs is explained by the larger electrochemical window and
better ionic conductivity of BMIM–DCA electrolyte. Accordingly,
the studied EDLC cells are promising candidates for high-
capacity and high-reliability energy-storage applications,
including the eld of electric vehicles.3,62
4. Conclusions

The physical–chemical properties of ILs containing a DCA�

anion paired with N2224
+ or N222pr

+ cations were investigated
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 31213–31223 | 31221
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and applied as novel electrolytes for EDLCs. The dicyanamide-
based ILs were shown to exhibit relatively low viscosities, high
ionic conductivities and appropriate operating potential
windows. The geometry and the length of the alkyl chain of
trietlyammonium cation highly affected the ionic conductivity:
5.26 mS cm�1 for N2224–DCA and 11.68 mS cm�1 for N222pr–

DCA, as well as the potential window: 3.10 V for N2224–DCA and
3.29 V for N222pr–DCA. However, the cation structure showed
a negligible inuence on the density and the isobaric thermal
expansion coefficient of both electrolytes. The Vogel–Tam-
mann–Fulcher model governed the variations of the ionic
conductivity and dynamic viscosity over a temperature range of
298–353 K. The electrochemical performances of the DCA-based
ILs were controlled by various physical properties. The EDLCs
displayed the highest specic capacitances in the presence of
N222pr–DCA owing to its high ionic conductivity, low viscosity
and high iconicity. On the other hand, the highest energy
density was exhibited in the presence of N2224–DCA and
attributed to its larger operating voltage. The energy densities
delivered by N222pr–DCA and N2224–DCA based EDLC are much
higher than commonly used uorinated aprotic ammonium
ILs. Hence, our future investigations will be focused on the
synthesis of the whole series of trietlyl-alkylammoniumn ILs
family based on DCA anion.
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